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ABSTRACT 

A new algorithm, baaed on the sequential compound detector, 

is derived in this thesis for the joint detection and decoding 

of information transmitted at high speed through intersymbol 

interference channels using convolutional encoding. Performance 

results, obtained using computer simulation, show the 'joint' 

algorithm to considerably outperform the separate detection and 

decoding procedure, without a significant increase in computa- 

tional complexity. In addition, the hardware requirements for 

the joint detector-decoder are substantially less than those 

for the separate detector-decoder for short constraint lengths. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis examines the design of receivers for communication 

systems with convolutional encoders and intersymbol interference 

channels. Much research has been done in recent years for handling 

intersymbol interference with various types of codes and receiver 

structures, but most of it has been directed at the development of 

sub-optimum schemes. This work introduces a new scheme which is 

optimum, in the sense that the receiver minimizes the average 

probability of error for the joint detection-decoding problem. 

The new scheme is a direct extention of the sequential detector 

algorithm originally proposed by Abend and Fritchman [lj. 

Consider the typical "sub-optimum" receiver shown in Pig. 1.1, 

composed of a separate detector and a separate decoder, idost 

researchers up to now have aimed at improving the performance of 

these individual components. The use of two components for 

decision-making purposes, however, is clearly redundant and 

inefficient, as potentially useful information is lost each time 

an intermediate decision is made. We, therefore, propose a 

receiver which makes joint detection and decoding possible, and 

as such has to make only one hard decision for each source 

symbol. We call this the "optimum receiver". 

Sub-optimum Receiver 

Source 
Symbols 

4 
*^k*" 

-> Channel 

Channel 
Symbols 

/ 1=1/ 
Received 
Signals 

Estimate 
of Channel 
Symbols 

Estimate 
of Source 
Symbols 

Fig. 1.1 General Block Diagram of a Digital Communication System 
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Chapter 2 begins with a review of the sequential detector 

algorithm. This is followed by a discussion of the 'sub-optimum 

system', i.e. the entire communication system composed of the 

encoder, the channel, and sub-optimum receiver. The chapter 

concludes with a discussion of the optimum receiver. 

In Chapter 3» computer simulation results are summarized, 

and a comparison of the performance of the sub-optimum and 

optimum receivers is made for various delay constraints. 

Finally, Chapter 4 presents some conclusions pertaining to 

the future course of communication systems design. 

Flowcharts of computer programs used for simulating the 

sequential deteotor, the sub-optimum system, and the optimum 

system are included in the appendices. 
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CHAPTER 2 

C02MJMICATI0N SYSTEM MODELS 

we begin this chapter with a review of the sequential detector 

algorithm, first described by Abend and Fritchraan, which fores the 

basis for this work. This is followed by a description of the sub- 

optimum and optimum system models. 

2.1 Sequential. Detector 

The reduced communication system of interest is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

In this figure, the encoder and decoder of Fig. 1.1 have been omitted 

so as to focus attention on the detector. Further, the channel has 

been modeled to consist of a known finite memory part followed by a 

gaussian noise source. Many practical channels exhibit such finite 

memory characteristics, e.j. multipath in radio channels, dispersion 

in scatter channels, and amplitude and delay distortion in telephone 

channels. The assumption of additive gaussian noise is also satisfied 

for most such channels. 

Channel Model 
..C 

k+1' | 
ck,ck-r 

Channel) 
Symbols. 

->i 

Known Finite 

Memory 

h(t) 

.R k* 

Channel 
Outputs 

> 

Gaussian 

Noise 

Source 

J 
Received 
Signals 

Sequential 
Detector 

A 

..ck... 
• - -> 

Decision 
Symbols 

Fig. 2.1 Communication System without Encoder-Decoder 

In Fitf. 2.1, let G denote the k"th symbol transmitted through 

the channel at time t=kr, where r is the pulselperiod and k is a 

non-negative integer, k=l,2,««". Assume these input channel 

symbols are independent, equilikely, and drawn from the set |l,-l|. 
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The output of the known finite memory part of the channel, of 

constraint length L, then depends deterministically on  L of the 

most current channel symbols, C^, C^.^ , , C^.^^ .  Inter- 

symbol interference is present for L >1.  If the impulse response 

of the channel is represented by the terms hQ, h]_,»«'«', hL-i» 

then the channel output is given by: 

\  - ^0 + Ck-lhl +  + Ck-L+lhL-l      (2-1-D 

The real output next passes through the noisy memoryless part 

of the channel.  In most communication channels, noise is independent 

of the channel inputs, and can be aodeled to be independent at each 

time. Thus, assuming random noise components N, to be additive 

white gaussian noise, the received signal during the kt^ Interval 

becomes: 

h ' \  + Nk <2a-2) 

The communication problem, stated simply, is to detect the 

transmitted symbol C, from the received information X,, X , •••, X^ n, 

where D is a finite delay, and X „ is the signal received during 

the k+D ^J? time interval. The reason for making the decision after 

a lag of D time intervals is to minimize the degradation in perfor- 

mance due to possibly premature decisions. We shall now restate the 

equations derived in [l] for the case D<L-1, though the results are 

easily extended to the case D> L-l. 

The sequential detector, at each time interval, computes the 

two probabilities: 

P(Ck = c|xi,--.,Xk+]))  ,      c«)-l,l|     (2.1.5) 

and selects that value of C, = c which maximizes (2.1.3). Because 

p(X , •••, I ) is a proportionality factor, it suffices to compute 

the probabilities p(Ck, X ,••-, X^). i.e. 

P(ck|xlt..., xk+D) - P(ck. xlf..., xk+D)/p(xr..., xk+D) 

(2.1.4) 
-5- 



Therefore the decision rule is equivalent to choosing the value of 

C as the transmitted value that maximizes p(C , X ,•", 7L     ). 

These two probabilities can be computed if the 2 joint proba- 

bilities of the form p(CM,.", C^. — ,  Cfe+IMj+1, X^—, X^) 

are known by summing over the appropriate information symbols, i.e. 

■ 2-J  ' •' 2-J      2-J  • • • z—i 
C, „  C, , CT ,  c. 'k+D  "k+1 ~k-l  "k+D-L+1 

•P^k+D'^" Ck""' Sc+D-L+l' Xl Xk+D) 

(2.1.5) 

It is shown in [lj  that the 2    joint probabilities can be computed 

recursively using the following rule: 

p(Ck+D Ck'"*,Ck+D-Lfl * Xl'"*,Xk+D) 

' P((W'p(XkJCk+D <Wl*l)-  P 
^k+D-L 

•P(Ck+D-l'*•',Ck+D-L,Xl'* * *'Xk^D-l) 

(2.1.6) 

Note that this expression is the product of three factors. The 

first factor is the apriori probability of transmitting symbol 
Ck+D' and is assumed ^° te equal to £. The second factor is 

one of 2 probability densities which can be computed from a 

knowledge of X. Q  and the 2 mappings of the channel outputs, 

R., corresponding to all possible L-length symbol sequences. 

If f(0 is the probability density of the noise component N , 

then according to eqn. (2.1.2), we get: 

*<XkJCk+D Sc+D-L+l) " *(Xk+I>IV " 
f<W Ei) ' 

where i - 1,2,...,2L (2.1.7) 

The form of binary sequences to be used in calculating H., in 

accordance with eqn. (2.1.1), is outlined at the end of Appendix A. 
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■»L-1 The third factor in eqn. (2.1.6) is one of 2   probabilities 

determined by a summation of joint probabilities during the 

preceding time interval.  It summarizes all the required 

information about the received signals preoeding JL  . 

2.2 Sub-Optimum System 

The sub-optimum system shown earlier in Fig. 1.1 is redrawn 

below with some minor modifications. Since the channel and the 

sequential detector have already been described, the part of 

Fig. 2.2 enclosed by dashed lines will be treated as a binary 

channel, and emphasis will be placed on the operation of the 

encoder and the decoder. 

.B. ,B B  . 
k+1 k k-1   ..   , 
 $i  tional 
Binary data 
from source 

Convolu- 
tional 

Encoder 

Binary data 
to sink 

<  

• • • • -D. • ♦ • • 
k 

Convolu- 
tional e£ 

Decoder 

••■*•■!, _,»•?!■ k,n'"Xk,r1 

Encoded data 

Detected data 

A A        i 

k,l   k,n 

Pulse- 
Amplitude 

Modulator 

Pulse- 
Amplitude 

Demodulator 

Sequential 
Detector 

..C i   • • • k,i 
_J 

Fig. 2.2 Communication System with Sub-optimum Receiver 

The reason for using an encoder and a decoder in the communi- 

cation system is to further improve the reliability of information 

transmission. Since Shannon [2] first demonstrated that this is 

In this section and the next, the word symbol will be used to 
refer to a binary vector (or n-tuple), and the word digit to refer 
to a binary scalar. In the rest of the thesis, however, 'symbol' is 
used interchangeably for both scalars and vectors, its meaning being 
clear from context. 
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possible, many different types of coding techniques have been investi- 

gated.  In this work, we restrict ourselves to the use of convolutional 

codes, whose decoding has been shown to be equivalent to the detection 

of digital sequences in the presence of intersymbol interference [3j. 

Recently, Mixsell [4]  has investigated the decoding of convolutional 

codes using the sequential detector algorithm, and has developed some 

of the properties of the 'sequential decoder*. Equations describing 

this decoder are reviewed toward the end of this section. 

Referring to Fig. 2.2, let us assume that the binary digits or 

'bits' B. generated by the information source are drawn from the set 

|0,l}, are equally likely, and are statistically independent of each 

other. The information bits are first fed through a convolutional 

encoder, whose output is then passed through a modulator to obtain 

channel symbols for transmission over the channel. 

The convolutional enooder is a coding device with memory V, which 

transmits the n-tuple T,= (T .,..., T  ) corresponding to each source 
XL xL • X ML. «II 

bit B, that is shifted into the encoder register at time kr, where l/n 

is the rate of the convolutional code, (n is assumed to be an integer.) 

Clearly, the n-bit encoder output at time kr depends on B, as well as 

the previous ^-1 source bits. The mapping of the source sequence JB | 

onto the enooder output sequence |T,| is specified by the choice of 

a convolutional code generator matrix, G: 

gl,l ' gl,2 * 

g2,l • g2,2 • 

g 
K,1  *  g",2 ' 

l,n 

2,n 

g 
i/,n 

(2.2.1) 

The elements g..  in this matrix are either "1" or M0H. In 

implementation* these elements actually represent connections, or 

lack of connections, between the v shift register stages and the 

n modulo-two adders of the encoder, as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
-8- 



Source^ B, B. B. 
bits   ^ k K-J. K-V+l 

V V V 

->Tk,n 

Fig. 2.3 Encoder for a rate l/n convolutional code of memory order "V 

If B, , ...,B, , , represents the "state" of the encoder at time 
k     k-V+1 

kr , the encoder output sequence of binary digits contained in the 

symbol T is given by: 

Tk,l = gl,lBk-v+l®' ' '© gv,lBk 

Tk,2 = gl,2Bk-V+l®' ' '®   gv,2Bk 

Tk,nSgl,nUl®' ' '© «v,n
Bk 

(2.2.2) 

It should be observed that the encoder output bit T . depends on the 
k»i 

encoder 'state' and on the elements of the i t& column in G. 

To obtain the channel symbol C, « (G ., C 2,..., C,  ) corres- 

ponding to T  , the encoder output bits are passed through a pulse- 

amplitude modulator, which sets C, .■ -1 if T  .»0 , and C  = 1 

if T  » 1. These channel digits are then serially transmitted 
&, l 

through the channel. 

The transmission of channel digits 

over the channel and their estimation at 

the detector were described in the pre- 

ceding section. We now treat the channel 

as a binary symmetric channel, as shown, 
-9- 
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Fig. 2.4 Binary 
Symmetric Channel 



and assume that the channel digits are detected with a bit-error 

probability of P ■ 

After the channel digits are estimated by the sequential 

detector, they are fed into a pulse-amplitude demodulator, which 

converts them back to 0's and l's. Thus, at time kr , the input 
A A A 

at the decoder is the binary n-tuple T ■ (T,  , ...,T  ). From 

the sequence of these symbols, we must obtain an estimate of the 

source bits using the sequential decoder. 

The equations which describe the sequential decoder are very 

similar to those that describe the sequential detector, and as 

such are reviewed here very briefly, fe let 6  designate the 

deooder delay, and consider the case 6<V-l. As shown in \4], 
V 

the 2 joint probabilities that need to be calculated at the 

decoder are given by the recursive rule: 

A   A A- 
p(Bk+a Bk'*",Bk+«-v+i' ?i»22**-"^k+6] 

= P(Bk.6)>P^k+6l
Bk+6'-'"

Bk+5-v+^S 
A   A    k+a-v 

•p(Bk+5-l"*"
Bk+6- '-1 -k+«) 

(2.2.3) 

Upon a comparison of (2.2.3) with (2.1.6), the similarity between 

the two expressions is readily apparent. The first and third 

factors in these expressions have almost identical interpretations. 

The second factor in eqn. (2.2.3). however, is one of 2 incre- 
A 

mental probabilities associated with the binary n-tuple T,   and 
V *~K+d 

the 2 distinct encoder •states'--to each of which corresponds 

a discrete encoded binary n-tuple T.. These incremental probabili- 

ties are calculated as follows: 

p(i+j w---'Bk+s-v+i> - p<*k+0Ui> - TTP^JK,^ 

where i=l,2,...,2     (2.2.4) 

The above equation factors as it does because the noise sequence 

is assumed to act independently on the succeeding digits of the 

-10- 



transmitted symbols, and hence the digits themselves may be assumed 

to be independent of each other. The incremental probabilities are 

thus defined directly in terms of the bit-error probability P. 

The decision at the decoder is made in the same way as it was 

at the detector, i.e. by summing the joint probabilities calculated 

in eqn. (2.2.3) for the two different values of B,, and comparing 

the two sums. 

In conclusion, we point out a fact that is useful in comparing 

the performance of the sub-optimum and optimum receivers. The lag d __, 

or effective delay, between the time a bit is transmitted by the 

source and time a decision is made on it by the decoder is related 

to the detector and decoder delays as follows: 

deff -»♦ [T] (2-2-5) 

where — represents the smallest integer >(—J. The logic behind 

e$n. (2.2.5) becomes clear upon a bit-by-bit examination of the 

algorithm. A delay of 6 time intervals at the decoder requires 

& additional source bits, or equivalently 6 additional encoded 

symbols, to be transmitted and detected. A delay of D digits at 

the detector, however, requires at most |_D/n] additional encoded 

symbols to be transmitted. Hence, effective delay represents the 

additional number of source bits that need to be transmitted to 

account for delays at both the detector and the decoder, before 

a final decision can be made on a particular source bit. 

2.3 Optimum System 

In this section, we present the algorithm for the joint 

detector-decoder, or the optimum receiver. The communication 

system model of interest is again illustrated in Fig. 2.5. 

"TChis algorithm was developed jointly by the author and 
his advisors, Professors B.D.Fritchman and J.C.Hixsell. 
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.B. 

ISource 
. bits 

Convolu- 
tional 

Encoder 

~k 
 ^ 

Pulse- 
Amplitude 

Modulator 

Fig. 2.5 Communication Sytem with Optimum Receiver 

1 
^ 

• 

Nk  1 • 
~  V ' 

Optimum 

Receiver 

Decision 

• 
• 
A 
■Q 

bits  w k 

The portion of Fig. 2.5 enclosed by dashed lines has been given 

extensive treatment in the last two sections. We begin here with 

the assumption that the binary data from the source is transmitted 

through the encoder, the modulator, and the channel in the same 

way as it was for the sub-optimum system, and is received at the 

input to the optimum receiver as a sequence of real valued n-tuples 

|X }. Thus, during the k t£ time interval, the received signal is 

X== (X ..,...,X.  ). Our object now is to directly estimate the 

source bits B, from these received signals. 

Before presenting the optimum receiver algorithm, we point 

out that whereas a decision was made corresponding to each signal 

X, . at the detector in the sub-optimum system, the decision prO- 

cedure at the optimum receiver is not begun until the entire n- 

tuple X, is received. This inherently removes an information loss 

associated with intermediate decisions. 

The optimum receiver decision process is in a sense similar 

to the procedure used by the sequential decoder, though we are now 

working with an n-tuple of real numbers instead of an n-tuple of 

binary digits. Looked at another way, the optimum receiver algo- 

rithm is an extention of the sequential detector algorithm from 

a scalar- to a vector-field. With these thoughts in mind, and 

-12- 



upon inspection of equations (2.1.6) and (2.2.3) for the detector 

and the decoder, respectively, we can directly write the recursive 

rule defining the joint probabilities for the optimum receiver as 

follows.  (The derivation of this equation is analogous to the 

derivation of eqn. (21a) in [l], and of eqn. (3.09) in [4j.) 

p(Bk+d " ' * ,Bk+d-*+l' -1'' * * ,-k-»-d) 

= p(4+dlBk+d'*','Bk+d-^+l' ^l"**'4+d-l) 

'p(Bk+d'' * * 'Bk+d-£+l' -1" * * ,4+d-l) 

= p(4+dK+d W^ 
•^k+d^k+d-i Bk«i-*i'*i—--Wi* 

-    P(Bk+d)'P(4+dlBk+d"--Bk+d-^l)    £ 

'p(Bk+d-l'•'* *Bk+d-^+l'Bk+d-£' -1''•''-k+d-1} 

(2.3.1) 

The above expression assumes statistical independence of symbols, 

and also assumes the optimum receiver delay d—between the trans- 

mission of, and decision on, a source bit B,— to be less than 

the effective constraint length t of the code and the channel 

combined, which is given by: 

t  =V + p=i] (2.3.2) 

where   is the smallest integer >( ). Eqn. (2.3.2) is based 

on a logic similar to that used for explaining eqn. (2.2.5)» except 

that we are now dealing with the system's constraint lengths. The 

integer I  represents the maximum number of source bits that influence 

the received signal at any time, and hence completely incorporates the 

past history of the encoder and the channel in the received signal. 

The form of eqn. (2.3.1) should by now be familiar. The first 

and third factors have almost the same interpretations as they did 

in eqn. (2.1.6) for the detector, or eqn. (2.2.3) for the decoder. 

-13- 



The most interesting part of this expression is again the second 

factor, which represents one of 2 probabilities computed from a 

knowledge of I . and the 2 discrete n-tuples R.=(R.  ,...,R.  ) 

corresponding to all possible {'-length source bit sequences. An 

explanation of this factor follows a description of the equations 

which desoribe R.. 

To calculate the channel outputs R., each ^-length source bit 

sequence, B* , ...,B.., must first be encoded and converted into a 

chain of channel digits: C^ n»«"»c^ \*Qi-\  n"*"
C/-l l"*"Cv n' 

,...C ,.  Observe that calculation of each R. is based upon a 

knowledge of the past history of the encoder with memory v as well 

as of the channel with memory L. Also note that there are at least 

L-l+n such digits, i.e. 

0£-v+l).n = p5prn + n > L-l+n 

to be utitlized for calculating the n outputs of the intersymbol 

interference channel with memory L, corresponding1to each source 

symbol sequence. 

From these channel digits, the elements of R. n-tuples are 

determined as follows: 

R.  - h.C   + h.C,    + . . . . 
i,n   0 l,n        1 £,n-l 

R±^  = hQC^^ +      j-1,2,...,n   (2.3.3) 

R. . ■ h_C, . + LC. .  + h_C. .    + . . . 
i,l   0 £ ,1   1 i-l,n        2-£-l,n-l 

where the last term in each equation is a product of by . and 

the (L-l) t£ channel digit preceding G„   ,  in the chain of channel 

digits. 

The steps outlined above for the calculation of discrete 

channel outputs R. from distinct souroe symbol sequences -J B i 

-14- 



are easily generalized to the calculation of R. corresponding to a 

source bit sequence j B, | at time kr. 

Returning to an explanation of eqn. (2.3.1), the probabilities 

in the second factor are calculated as follows: 

K4JVd "W*i> ~ »<^dlV - J\ *\*.&\J 

-JJf(Xk+d,;f Hi,J} where i-l^...^ 

(2.3.4) 

The logic behind the factoring of this expression is the same as 

that for the factoring of eqn. (2.2.4). Since the noise in the 

channel is assumed to act independently upon each digit, the 

succeeding digits may themselves be assumed to be independent 

of one another. 

This concludes the discussion of the various communication 

system models and their algorithms. Flowcharts of computer programs 

that were used to simulate the sequential detector, the sub-optimum 

system, and the optimum system are presented in the appendices. The 

next chapter contains a summary of the simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulation results obtained using the programs of the three 

appendices are now presented. Though several different channels and 

codes were used to test the programs and to compare the performance, 

only one set of curves is presented here as an illustration. 

The intersymbol interference channel that was used is shown in 

Fig. 3.1. This channel is quite similar to the channel used for 

illustration purposes in [l]. The transmitted symbols were in all 

cases binary, and were generated using a uniform-distribution 

random number generator. The noise samples were obtained from 

an independent Gaussian-distribution number generator. 

Fig. 3.1 shows the detector performance for different values of 

the delay constraint, or "look-ahead", D. The performance criterion 

is the bit-error probability, Pe, as a function of the signal-to-noise 

ratio in dB. The greatest improvement in performance is clearly 

achieved when D is increased from 0 to L-l, where L=5« This is 

expected since the symbol that is being estimated at any time does 

not affect more than L-l succeeding signals. There is very little 

improvement for D>L-1, and it is not really worth the cost of added 

computational complexity. These performance results agree reasonably 

well with those obtained in [l]. 

The core of the results, as far as this thesis is concerned, is 

presented in Fig. 3.2, in which the performance of the sub-optimum 

and optimum receivers is compared. The channel impulse response is 

the same as before (L=5), and the convolutional code represented by 

Q  is a one-third rate code (n = 3)» of memory order four (l'st4). 

The effective delays for the sub-optimum receiver were oomputed 

using equation (2.2.5). Thus, deff ■3  corresponds to 6-2 and D=3, 

and def^* 5 corresponds to 6=3 and D=4. Note that deff= 5 utilizes 

a detector delay of L-l, and a decoder delay of f-1, and hence 

achieves nearly the best error rates for the given channel and code 
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constraint lengths. The delay d=5 for the optimum receiver also 

gives nearly the best error rates for the same reason since, for 

the specified constraint lengths, £.=6  according to eqn. (2.3.2). 

It can be seen from the performance curves of Fig. 3.2 that 

the optimum receiver allows approximately a 4-dB reduction in 

required energy-per-bit to noise ratio compared to the sub-optimum 

receiver at a bit-error rate of 1Q~3. The improvement is actually 

larger at lower error rates as is apparent from the slopes of the 

curves. 

Simulations were not performed for error rates below 10~4 ag 

they require excessive time. The average computer time, based on 

compiler seconds, required for the delay=5 simulations was approxi- 

mately 0.04 sec/source-bit for the suboptimum system, and 0.05 sec/ 

source-bit for the optimum system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have investigated an optimum receiver algorithm 

for digital communication systems with convolutional encoders and 

intersymbol interference channels. It was shown that this algorithm 

is a direct extension of the sequential detector [l] and the 

sequential decoder [4] algorithms. 

Computer simulations were performed for the sequential detector, 

the separate detector-decoder (or sub-optimum receiver) system, and 

the joint detector-decoder (or optimum receiver) system. Flowcharts 

for these programs are included in this work. The simulations show 

that the optimum receiver allows approximately a 4-dB reduction in 

required energy-per-bit to noise ratio compared to the sub-optimum 

receiver at a bit-error rate of 10~3f and that the improvement is 

even better at lower error rates. 

The effective constraint length I  for the optimum receiver 

system was found to be v + 1 , which is much smaller than 

(v+L-l) for n>l. The value (v+L-1) has been assumed as the 

effective constraint length in an important paper by Omura [5]. 

A major advantage of the reoeivers studied in this work is 

that their structures are fixed regardless of message length, if 

L and v  are assumed to be unchanging. This is in contrast to 

the Viterbi decoder [6] whose structure grows linearly with the 

message length. A disadvantage of the sequential compound 

receivers, however, is that their computational complexity 

increases exponentially with the constraint length, whereas the 

complexity of the receiver in [6] increases only linearly. 

Therefore more investigation of sequential compound receivers 

is needed before they become feasible for most practical applica- 

tions. It would probably be interesting to study the distance 

properties of the optimum receiver algorithm using trellis 

diagrams associated with Viterbi decoding. 
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Appendix A 

SEQUENTIAL DETECTOR SIMULATION 

This chapter presents a flowchart of the computer program that 

was used to simulate the sequential detector algorithm, as described 

completely in [l]. The flowchart notation is generally adopted from 

[7] , though it is in places modified to serve brevity. The computer 

system that was used to simulate this program, as well as the programs 

of the next two appendices, is the CDC-64OO. The compiler language 

is FORTRAN IV. 

Our interest here is primarily to correlate the symbols and 

labels used in the flowchart diagrams with those used for explaining 

the algorithm, and to briefly outline the program set-up. 

We begin with an explanation of the labels in Fig. A.l, which 

defines the various quantities and parameters that are used through- 

out the program. D and L are the detector delay and the channel 

constraint length, respectively.  (H(I), 1=1,L) are the channel 

impulse response terms, except that the subscripts are shifted by 

one, i.e. H(l)«h0, H(2)=hlt ••• , H(L)»hL-1. SIGPOW is the signal 

power, calculated with the assumption that channel digits can attain 

'levels' of ±1 volts. SNRDB is the signal-to-noise ratio in dB, and 

AMEAN, STDEV, and VARNCE are the mean, standard deviation, and 

variance of the gaussian probability density function, respectively. 

The expression for variance (a )  is determined from the specified 

SNRDB and the signal power as follows: 

SNRDB m  10 log1Q SNR » 10 log10 p
31g"   - 10 log1Q ^—z- 
noise 

o2  - (I>2) • 10-<
SNRI)B/10-0> 

Continuing with an explanation of the labels in Fig. A.l, 

ISTEP is the iteration step and ISTEPS is the total number of 

iterations desired. IGAUSS is the initializing integer for the 
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"GAUSS" built-in subroutine, which supplies a sequence of gaussian 

noise values according to the specified mean and standard deviation. 

Similarly, IHAHDU is the initializing integer for the "RANDU" 

built-in subroutine* which generates uniformly distributed random 

numbers between 0 and 1. 

Also in Fig. A.l, MA is an index for the channel symbols that 

need to be stored. NA is used for start-up purposes and has a 

maximum value of L for D<L-1, and a maximum value of D+l for 

D>L. In Fig. A.2, several quantities associated with NA are 

defined, and the 2NA values of RC, or Ri , associated with the 

sequences of channel symbols are computed. The sequences of 

channel symbols are formed in subroutine ARRAY. 

In Fig. A.3t the random binary channel symbol, SYMBOL, on 

which iteration is to be performed is generated using "RANDU", 

and then transmitted through the channel to obtain X. GNOISE 

is a random gaussian noise component obtained from "GAUSS". 

NA In Fig. A.4, the 2"* joint probabilities associated with 

the received signal X are calculated. SYMPRB is the symbol 

probability, assumed equal to -£-, and PDFV represents the value 

of the gaussian probability density funotion associated with a 

discrete noise component Y, i.e. 

-Y2/2 o2 

PDFV (Y) » f(Y) = 

4 2T<T 2 

At the bottom of Fig. A.4, the joint probabilities are normalized 

by first finding the largest NEIPRB, say MAXPRB, and then dividing 

each NEWPRB by MAXPRB. 

Figs. A.5 & A.6 present the start-up procedure and the general 

procedure, respectively, for computing the 'old probabilities*—i.e. 

the third factor of eqn. (2.1.6)—to be used in the next iteration. 

OLDPRB(l) is initially set equal to 1.0. Fig. A.6 also contains a 

NA-stage 'shift-register' for the channel symbols. 
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Fig. A.7 is the decision segment of the program. Most of the 

labels introduced here are self-explanatory. DECSYM stands for 

decision symbol, ERRCNT for error count, and ERRPRB for error 

probability. 

Finally, Fig. A.8 presents a method of forming a two-dimensional 

array consisting of 2** possible lf-length sequences of channel symbols, 

where M is at least equal to L. (A value of M>L may be used in 

forming the sequences to allow for programming flexibility.) The 

form of the binary array is as follows: 

Row Order of Channel Symbols 
CM C2  Cl | 
-1 -1  -1 1 

-1 -1  +1 2 

-1 +1  -1 3 

+1 +1  +1   214 
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COMMON C(2M,M) 

DIMENSION H(L), RC(2L), SYMBOL(M) 

DIMENSION NEWPRB(2M), 0LDPRB(2M"1) 

INTEGER C, D, ERRCNT, SYMBOL 

REAL MAXPRB, NEWPRB 

START 

(/L, (H(I),I=1,L), D, SNRDB, ISTEPS 

^L 
L, (H(I) , 1 = 1,L), ISTEPS 

JL 

SIGPOW = E H(I)**2 
1 = 1 

VARNCE = SIGPOW*10**(-SNRDB/10.) 

STDEV = SQRT(VARNCE) 

Z = SQRT(2*n*VARNCE) 

V 
AMEAN =0.0 

SYMPRB = 0.5 

OLDPRB(l) = 1.0 

NA = ISTEP = ERRCNT 

IGAUSS = IRANDU = 1 

= 0 

Figure A.1  Definitions And Initial Conditions 
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RC(I) = I C(I,N-J+1)*H(J) 
J = l 

Figure A.2  Start-up Procedure And Calculation of R 
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SYMB0L(NA)=-1 SYMB0L(NA)=+1 
I  

A. 
IA = 1 

IF(NA.6T.L)IA=NA-L+1 

JL 
NA 

R = Z     SYMB0L(J)*H(NA-J+1) 
J=IA 

V 
GAUSS 

IGAUSS,STDEV,AMEAN 

GNOISE 

JL 
X = R+GNOISE 

® 
Figure A.3  Calculation of X for Generated Symbol 
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® 
1*1     h   k 

NC 

JA   -   I JA=(I+NE-1)/NE 

M. 
IMOD   =   MOD(I,ND) 

IF(IMOD.EQ.O)IMOD=ND 

JL 
Y   =   X-RC(JA) 

PDFV   =   (EXP(-0.5*Y**2/VARNCE))/Z 

NEWPRB(I)=SYMPRB*PDFV*OLDPRB(IMOD) 

SL 
MAXPRB-Largest  NEWPRB 

JL 
1*1 <- 

NC 

NEWPRB(I) 

= NEWPRB(I)/MAXPRB 

Figure A.4 Computation And Normalization 

of Joint Probabilities 
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Figure A. 5 -*■ 

Start-up For 

Recursive 

Rule 

OLDPRB(I) *   NEWPRB(I) 

.NA £ D <D 
.VI 

ND 

OLDPRB(I) - NEWPRB(2*I-1) + NEWPRB(2*I) 

1*1   1  «* 

NB 

1L 
SYMBOL(I) - SYMBOL(I+l) 

Ik- 

Figure A.6  Calculation of 'Old Probabilities' 

And Shifting of Symbols 
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® 
 ±  
K = NA-D 

SUMA = SUMB = 0.0 

-^ 

1 + 1 

NC 

± 
IF(C(I,K).EQ.-1)SUMA=SUMA+NEWPRB(I) 

IF(C(I,K).EQ.+1)SUMB=SUMB+NEWPRB(I) 

DECSYM=-1 DECSYM=+1 

JL 
IF(DECSYM.NE.SYMBOL(K))ERRCNT=ERRCNT+1 

D, SNRDB, ERRPRB 

Figure A.7 Decision Segment 
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COMMON C(2M,M) 

DIMENSION LEVEL(2) 

INTEGER ROW,C,Cl,C2,.. . . , CM 

( 
ARRAY   j ) 

\l 
LEVEL(l) = -1 

LEVEL(2) = +1 

V 

ROW = 0 

DO 10 CM=1,2 

• 

DO 10 C2 = l ,2 

DO 10 Cl=l,2 

ROW = ROW+1 

C(R0W,1 ) = LEVEL(Cl) 

C(R0W,2) = LEVEL(C2) 
• 

• 

C(ROW,M) = LEVEL(CM) 

10   CONTINUE 

\ 1   . 

> 

RETURN "X^ 

c / 

Figure A.8  Formation of Two-Dimensional Binary Array 
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Appendix B 

SUB-OPTIMUM SYSTEM SIMULATION 

In this chapter, we present a flowchart of the program that was 

used to simulate the sub-optimum system.  The comments regarding 

flowcharting and the computer system made in Appendix A are also 

relevant here. The s-o-s program is essentially composed of four 

subroutines—i.e. ARRAYS, ENCODR, D2TCTR, and DECODR—whose names 

quite appropriately describe the functions they perform. The 

DETCTR subroutine is basically the same as the sequential detector 

program of Appendix A. Therefore, to avoid repetition of explanation, 

and also to maintain a semblance of continuity, many of the labels 

used in the last appendix have been retained here. 

We start a figure-by-figure analysis of the flowchart. In 

Fig. B.l, V is the encoder constraint length, v , and N has the smae 

meaning as the integer n, i.e. 1/N is the rate of the convolutional 

code. DELTA and DEFF represent S  and dQ^  ,  respectively.  ((G(I,J), 

J=1,N), 1=1,V) are the elements of the convolutional code generator 

matrix, G. CX and CY are the channel symbols at the transmitter 

and receiver ends, respectively. TX and TY are the encoded symbols 

corresponding to CX and CY, 

Many of the other quantities in Fig. B.l are similar to those 

used in Appendix A, and are easily understood from their context. 

For instance, MA and NA are indexes for the decoder and detector 

symbols, respectively, and are useful for start-up purposes. MA 

attains a maximum value of V, and NA a maximum value of L. 

Fig. B.2, which contains the primary loop of the program, 

introduces no new labels of immediate interest. In Fig. B.3. 

TB, or T_i , are binary n-tuples associated with all possible 

v-length sequences of binary source symbols, |B|. Similarly, 

in Fig. B.4, RC, or R^ , are real channel outputs associated 

with all possible L-length sequences of channel symbols. 
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I3YMBL in Pig. B.5—which represents the encoder part of the 

program—is a source symbol, generated using "BANDIT; associated 

with ISYfcBL is the index IV, which attains a maximum value of V. 

JSYMBL in Pig. B.6 is also a source symbol, but it is kept in a 

longer 'shift-register' for decision purposes; JK, the index 

associated with JSYMBL, attains a maximum value of DEFF+1. 

Fig. B.6 describes shifting operations for both ISYMBL's and 

JSYMBL's. 

After ISYMBL is encoded into a binary n-tuple in Fig. B.5. 

the encoded outputs are converted to channel digits in Fig. B.6, 

which are then transmitted serially through the channel one-by- 

one. Most of the labels used in Figs.B.6 through B.9—which 

comprise the DETCTR subroutine—are the same as those used in 

Appendix A. In Fig. B.8, however, P stands for the detector 

bit-error probability, and IC is an index for the n digits of 

each symbol. As shown in Fig. B.9. the entire n-tuple must be 

detected, i.e. ION, before a decision can be made at the decoder. 

Finally, Figs. B.10 and B.ll make up the DECODR subroutine. 

In Fig, B.10, the 'new' and 'old' probabilities are calculated. 

IDIST, in Fig. B.10, is the Hamming distance between the detected 

TY n-tuple and one of the discrete TB (or T_i) n-tuples. JDIST is 

equal to n minus IDIST. 

In Fig. B.ll, ISTEP is the iteration step, and ISTEPS is the 

total number of desired iterations. ISKIP is the number of itera- 

tions on which decision is skipped at the beginning so as to 

stabilize the value of the detector error probability P, which 

is utilized for computing 'incremental' probabilities in Fig. B.10. 

It is suggested that ISKIP be set approximately equal to [1000/n] , 

as 1000 iterations at the detector yield a fairly stable P for low 

values of SNRDB. 

In conclusion, we point out some of the limitations of the 

program as described here. They are: D<L-1, 6<"-l» and n < v  . 
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COMMON B(2V,V),TB(2V,N),C(2L,L),RC(2L),CX(L) 

COMMON G(V,N),H(L),ISYMBL(V),JSYMBL(DEFF+1) 

COMMON TX(V,N),TY(V,N),0LDP(2V"1),0LDPRB(2L"1) 

COMMON D,DELTA,DEFF,L,N,V,IV,JK,MA,NA 

COMMON P,SYMPRB,ERRCNT,ERRORS,I GAUSS,IRANDU 

COMMON AMEAN,SNRDB,STDEV,VARNCE,Z 

COMMON ISTEP,JSTEP,KSTEP,ISKIP,ISTEPS 

INTEGER B,C,CX,CY,TB,TX,TY,G,V 

INTEGER D,DELTA,DEFF,ERRCNT,ERRORS 

c START J> 
JL 

/N,V,((G(I,J),J=I,N),I=I,V), L,(H(I),I=1,L) 

D, DELTA, SNRDB, ISKIP, ISTEPS 

JL 
1/N,V,((G(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,V), L,(H(I),I=1,L), ISTEPS 

± 
ARRAYS 

LEVEL(1 ),LEVEL(2),G,H,L,N,V 

B, TB, C, RC 

V 
DEFF = DELTA+(D+N-1)/N 

L 
SIGPOW - Z   H(I)**2 

1-1 

VARNCE = SIGPOW*10**(-SNRDB/10.) 

STDEV = SQRT(VARNCE) 

Z * SQRT(2*n*VARNCE) 

-34- 
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© 
AMEAN = 0.0 

SYMPRB » 0.5 

0LDP(1) = OLDPRB(l) = 1.0 

ISTEP = JSTEP = KSTEP = 0 

ERRCNT = ERRORS = 0 

IV = JK = NA =0 

IGAUSS =» IRANDU = 1 

<- 

ENCODR 

IRANDU,6,N,V 

IV,ISYMBL,TX 

± 
DETCTR 

H,L,N,V,C,RC,TX,D,DEFF,IV,ISYMBL,0LDPRB(1), 

SYMPRB, I STEPS,IGAUSS,AMEAN, STDEV,VARNCE 

JSYMBL,P,TY,MA,ISTEP,ERRPRB 

D,DELTA,DEFF,SNRDB,P,ERRPRB 

c STOP J 
Figure B.2 Main Program 
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ARRAYS 

JL 
LEVEL(1)   =   0 

LEVEL(2)   =   1 

COMMON Statements 

DIMENSION LEVEL(2) 

INTEGER B,C,G,TB,RC,V,ROW 

INTEGER Bl ,B2,...,BV,C1,C2,. .. ,CL 

ROW  =   0 

DO   TO   BV = 1 ,2 

• 

DO   10   B2 = l ,2 

DO   10  Bl=l ,2 

ROW  =   ROW+1 

B(R0W,1)   =   LEVEL(B1 ) 

B(R0W,2)   =   LEVEL(B2) 

B(ROW,V)   =   LEVEL(BV) 

10     CONTINUE 

1 + 1 1    < 

2**V 

J<-1 <r 

JL 

ISUM   =   z   B(I,V-K+1)*G(V-K+1,J) 
K=l 

TB(I,J)   =   M0D(ISUM,2) 

-36- Figure B.3    Calculation of T. 



© 
 )k  
LEVEL(l) = -1 

LEVEL(2) = +1 

JL 
ROW = 0 

DO 20 CL = 1 ,2 
* 

DO 20 C2=l,2 

DO 20 Cl = l ,2 

ROW = ROW+l 

C(R0W,1) = LEVEL(C1 } 

C(R0W,2) = LEVEL(C2) 

C(R0W,L) = LEVEL(CL) 

20   CONTINUE 

± 
1+1 

2**L 

SUM = Z   C(I,L-J+1)*H(J) 
J = l 

RC(I) = SUM 

Figure B.4  Calculation of R 
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COMMON Statements 

INTEGER G.T.V 

c ENCODR 

I J 
IF(IV.LT.V)IV-IV+1 

± 
ISYMBL(IV) = 0     ISYMBL(IV) = 1 

± 

±JL 
i^l 1 ^ 

A 
IV 

ISUM = I ISYMBL(IV-J + 1)*G(V-J + 1 ,1) 
J = l 

TX(IV,I) = MOD(ISUM,2) 

±. 
RETURN 

ISYMBL.TX 

Figure B.5 Generation And Encoding of Source Symbols 
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c DETCTR 
~) 

IF(JK.LE.DEFF)JK=JK+1 

JSYMBL(JK)=ISYMBL(IV) 

IA+1 

COMMON Statements 

DIMENSION CX(L),NEWPRB(2L) 

INTEGER C,CX,CY,TX,TY,V 

INTEGER D.DEFF.ERRCNT 

REAL NEWPRB 

From® 

V-l 

±. 
ISYMBL(I)=ISYMBL(I+1) 

DEFF 

± 

JL 
JSYMBL(I)=JSYMBL(I+1) 

RETURN^> 

NA   =   L^>^ 

V 
NA  =   NA+1 

NC   =   2**NA 

ND   =   2**(NA-1 ) 

A 
CX(NA) = TX(IV.IA) 

IF(CX(NA).EQ.O)CX(NA)= 

N 
R = I   CX(I)*H(N-I+1) 

1 = 1 

± 
GAUSS 

IGAUSS,STDEV,AMEAN 

GNOISE 

X = R+GNOISE 

Figure B.6 Shift-Registers & Transmitter 
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I«-l 

NC 

± 
W] 

NC 

1    < 

IMOD  =  MOD(I,ND) 

IF(IMOD.EQ.O)IMOD=ND 

Y   =   X-RC(I) 

PDFV   =   (EXP(-0.5*Y**2/VARNCE))/Z 

NEWPRB(I)   =   SYMPRB*PDFV*OLDPRB(IMOD) 

-> Normalize  NEWPRB's 

1    < 

OLDPRB(I)=NEWPRB(I)J 

± 
1+1 

ND 

■M1VK- 

OLDPRB(I)   = 

NEWPRB(2*I-1) 
+   NEWPRB(2*I) 

Figure B.7  Calculation of 'New' And 'Old' 

Probabilities For Channel Symbols 
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© 
J = NA-D 

JSTEP = JSTEP+1 

SUMA = SUMB * 0.0 

1+1 

NC 

IF(C(I,J).EQ.-1)SUMA*SUMA+NEWPRB(I) 

IF(C(I,J).EQ.+1)SUMB=SUMB+NEWPRB(I) 

IF(SUMA.GT.SUMB)CY=-1 

IF(SUMA.LE.SUMB)CY=+1 

IF(CY.NE.CX(J))ERRCNT=ERRCNT+1 

P = FL0AT(ERRCNT)/FL0AT(JSTEP) 

IF(P.GT.0.4)P=0.4 

IF(P.EQ.0.0)P=0.1 

MA  =   (JSTEP+N-D/N 

IF(MA.GT.V)MA=V 

IC  =  M0D(JSTEP,N) 

IF(IC.EQ.0)IC=N 

TY(MA.IC)   «   CY 

IF(TY(MA,IC).EQ.-1)TY(MA,IC)=0 

Figure B.8 Decision Segment For Detector 
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±. 

T 

DECODR 

MA,TB,TY,P,JSYMBL,OLDP(1), 

DELTA,SYMPRB,ISKIP,I$TEPS 

ERRPRB, ISTEP 

Ul <r 

L-l 

±. 
CX(I) ■ CX(1+1) J 

-^ Go Back And Increme nt IA^> 

Figure B.9  Completion of Detector Subroutine 
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COMMON Statements 

DIMENSION NEWP(2V) 

INTEGER B .DELTA,TB, TY,V 

INTEGER DECSYM,ERRORS 

REAL INCP ,NEWP 

IDIST = Oi 

J+l 

JL 
IF(TY(MA,J).NE.TB(I,J))IDIST=IDIST+1 

JDIST = N-IDIST 

IMOD = MOD(I.MD) 

IF(IMOD.EQ.O)IMOD=MD 

INCP = P**IDIST*(1-P)**JDIST 

NEWP(I) = SYMPRB*INCP*OLDP(IMOD) 

Normalize NEWP's.  Then, calculate 

MC OLDP's if MA < V, or MD OLDP's 

if MA = V .  (See Figure B.7) 

(Vlj)< I^<^MA < DELTA^>-£—> RETURN^> 

Figure B.10  Calculation of 'New' And 'Old' Probabilities 
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A 
KSTEP = KSTEP+1 

ISTEP = KSTEP-ISKIP 

2_> RETURN^> 

K = M-DELTA 

SUM1 = SUM2 = 0.0 

1 + 1 <£- 

MC 

JL 
IF(B(I,K).EQ.0)SUM1=SUM1+NEWP(I) 

IF(B(I,K).EQ.l)SUM2=SUM2+NEWP(I) 

-> 

IF(SUM1.GT.SUM2)DECSYM=0 

IF(SUM1.LE.SUM2)DECSYM=1 

IF(DECSYM.NE.JSYMBL(1))ERR0RS=ERR0RS+1 

ERRPRB = FL0AT(ERRCNT)/FL0AT(ISTEP) 

RETURN 

ERRPRB, ISTEP 

Figure B.ll  Decision Segment For Decoder 
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Appendix C 

OPTIMUM SYSTEM SIMULATION 

The flowchart presented here should be fairly easy to under- 

stand after a study of the last two appendices. Because most of 

the labels used in this appendix are identical to those used in 

the previous two appendices, their explanation is not repeated, 

and only those labels are defined which have not been dealt with 

previously. 

The only unfamiliar labels that appear in Fig. C.l are LOCH 

and LEFF.  LOCH represents the memory contribution of the channel, 

i.e. [(L-l)/n] in eqn. (2.3.2), to the effective constraint length, 

LEFF (or^), for the optimum system. There are practically no 

other new labels in Figs. C.l through C.5. The operations described 

in these figures are also not new. 

Perhaps the most distinctive part of the program is the sub- 

routine ARRAYS of Fig. C.6.  In this subroutine, initially the 2 

possible ^-length sequences of binary source symbols are formed. 

Next the discrete values of channel outputs, RB (or R^), corres- 

ponding to these sequences are computed. This is accomplished by 

first generating LOCH*N+N (> L-l+h) encoder outputs corresponding 

to each-^-length sequence |B| and converting these encoder outputs 

to channel digits, CB. From these channel digits, the n elements 

of each RB n-tuple can then be evaluated quite easily using the 

method of eqn. (2.3.3). 

Since the values of RB are calculated for ^-length sequences 

in advance, there will inherently be some errors incorporated in 

the start-up. Therefore, a provision is made in Fig. C.5 for 

skipping decisions on the first few iterations through the use 

of ISKIP, which need be no longer than a few constraint lengths. 
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COMMON B(2LEFF,LEFF),RB(2LEFF,N),G(V,N),H(L) 

COMMON L,N,V,LOCH,LEFF 

DIMENSION ISYMBL(V),'JSYMBL(LEFF),TX(V,N),CX(L) 

DIMENSION X(N),NEWPRB(2LEFF),OLDPRB(2LEFF'1 ) 

INTEGER B,CX,D,G,TX,V,DECSYM,ERRCNT 

REAL INCPRB.NEWPRB 

c START J 
^.V.ItGd.Jj.J-l.NJ.I-l.Vj.L.lHdJ.I-l.L) 

D, SNRDB, ISKIP, ISTEPS 

LOCH = (L- +(N-1))/N 

LEFF - V+LOCH 

1/N,V,((G(I,J),J-1,N),I-1,V),L,(H(I),I«1,L),LEFF,ISTEPS 

ARRAYS 

G, H, L, N, V 

B, RB 

SIGPOW = Z H(I)**2 
1 = 1 

VARNCE = SIGPOW*10**(-SNRDB/10. ) 

STDEV = SQRT(VARNCE) 

Z - SQRT(2*n*VARNCE) 

AMEAN=0.0   SYMPRB=0.5   OLDPRB(1)«1.0 

IL-IV-NA-ISTEP-ERRCNT-0  IGAUSS=IRANDU=1 
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© 
ISTEP = ISTEP+1 

J/L 
NA+1 

2**NA 

2**(NA-1) 

<r 

JL 
IF(IV.LT.V)IV-IV+1 

RANDU 

IRANDU,   NEXT 

VALUE 

M. 
IF(VALUE.LE.0.5)ISYMBL(IV)=0 

IF(VALUE.GT.0.5)ISYMBL(IV)=1 

JSYMBL(NA) = ISYMBL(IV) 

Figure C.2  Start-up Procedure And Symbol Generation 
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© 
\L 

1*1 1 <- 

± 

±. 
IV 

ISUM = E ISYMBL(IV-J+1)*G(V-J+1,1) 
J=l 

TX(IV,I) = M0D(ISUM,2) 

IF(IV.EQ.V) Shift ISYMBL's. (See Figure B.6) 

± 
1*1 <- 

JL 
IF(IL.LT.L)IL-IL+1 

CX(IL) = TX(IV ,1) 

IF(CX(IL).EQ.O)CX(IL)= 

R = E CX(J)*H(IL-J+1) 
J = l 

-1 

GAUSS 

IGAUSS,STDEV,AMEAN 

GNOISE 

X(I) = R+GNOISE 

IF(IL.EQ.L) Shift CX's 

Figure C.3  Encoder And Transmitter 
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1-1     1  <: 

NC 

± 
INCPRB = 1.0 

J«-l <- 

±. 
Y = X(J)-RB(I,J) 

INCPRB=INCPRB*(EXP(-0.5*Y**2/VARNCE))/Z 

IMOD = MOD(I.ND) 

IF(IMOD.EQ.O)IMOD=ND 

NEWPRB(I) = SYMPRB*INCPRB*OLDPRB(IMOD) 

Normalize NEWPRB's.  Then, calculate 

NC OLDPRB's if NA < LEFF, or ND OLDPRB's 

if NA = LEFF.  (See Figure B.7) 

^-KD 

Figure C.4 Calculation of 'New' And 'Old' Probabilities 
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± 
T 

K  =   NA-D 

SUMA=SUMB=0.0 

± 
I«-l 1       ^ 

NC 

-& 
IF(B(I,K).EQ.O)SUMA=SUMA+NEWPRB(I) 

IF(B(I,K).EQ.l)SUMB=SUMB+NEWPRB(I) 

IF(SUMA.GT.SUMB)DECSYM=0 

IF(SUMA.LE.SUMB)DECSYM=1 

IF(DECSYM.NE.JSYMBL(K))ERRCNT=ERRCNT+1 

ikL 
IF(NA.EQ.LEFF) 

Shift  JSYMBL's 

±. 
ERRPRB = FLOAT(ERRCNT)/FLOAT(ISTEPS) 

D, SNRDB, ERRPRB 

c STOP 
) 

Figure C.5  Decision Segment 
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(ARRAYS) 

LEVEKD-0 

LEVEL(2)-1 

i 

COMMON Statements 

DIMENSION LEVEL(2),CB(LOCH*N+N) 

INTEGER B,CB,G,V,ROW,Bl,B2 BLEFF 

Form Binary Array similar to that shown 1n Figure B.3, 

but with LEFF columns and 2LEFFrows. 

1*1 

2**LEFF 1 
IA  ■   0 

Z3E 
J«-V 1 <r 

LEFF 

A 
K«-l 1       <r 

IA  -   IA+1 

V 
ISUM  -     E   B(I,J-JA+1)*G(V-JA+1,K) 

JA-1 

CB(IA)   -  M0D(ISUM,2) 

IF(CB(IA).EQ.0)CB(IA)--1 

KA-1        1     * 

RETURN 

B,   RB 

JJ   -   10CH*N+KA 

L 
RB(I,KA)   -     Z   CB(JJ-KK+1)*H(KK) 

KK-1 

Figure C.6  Formation of Binary Array And Calculation of R^ 
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